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These results were placed in the folder
ark/data/templates/2.0/html. Here are the results of a
simple string comparision: C:\Users\a>set str=example
C:\Users\a>set str2=example2 C:\Users\a>if "%str%" ==
"%str2%" echo Hi! Hi! C:\Users\a>if "%str%" ==
"%str2%" echo Hi! C:\Users\a>set str3=example3
C:\Users\a>if "%str%" == "%str3%" echo Hi!
C:\Users\a>if "%str%" == "%str3%" echo Hi!
C:\Users\a>echo str1: %str% C:\Users\a>echo str2:
%str2% C:\Users\a>echo str3: %str3% C:\Users\a>echo
str1: %str% C:\Users\a>echo str2: %str2%
C:\Users\a>echo str3: %str3% str1: example str2:
example2 str3: example3 str1: example2 str2: example2
str3: example3 Any ideas why this is happening? A: If you
are trying to compare the content of a drive on a user
directory, you can use the %CD% environment variable.
For example: @echo %CD% will print to the screen the
path of the currently selected drive. From the same
documentation: CD /? %CD% Display the current
directory. So a typical command could be: set
str=C:\Temp\ set str2=C:\Users\a\Desktop\ if "%CD%" ==
"%str%" echo Hi! A: You may be seeing this because each
drive is appended with a drive letter before the local
path. You can use the CD command to see the drive you
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are currently on. Example CD C:\Users\b\Desktop\ Search
engines are often used to search for relevant and/or
useful information on the World Wide Web (WWW) or
other types of communication networks (e.g., enterprise
networks). These search engines typically include search
index that
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J.D. from the University of Tennessee College of Law.
Upon graduation, Ms. Tortora became an associate
attorney with a law firm in Nashville. She is a past
recipient of the National Bar Association's National
Women's Resource Center's "Distinguished Service
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was admitted to the bar and began practicing before the
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State Courts in 2004. While at the University of
Tennessee, she earned a National and Regional Trial

Attorney certification. She also completed the Nashville
Bar Association's Clinical Practicum. Ms. Tortora's

practice includes: litigation involving family law, divorce,
support, custody, child support, modification, alimony
and domestic relations; criminal law, including drug
charges, assault, DUI and vehicular homicide; and

medical malpractice, including wrongful death. She has
served on the Tuscaloosa County Juvenile Court and the
Tuscaloosa County Judicial Nominating Committee. Ms.

Tortora is a past member of the Tuscaloosa County Legal
Services Board and served as the secretary/treasurer of

the Tuscaloosa County Bar Association. She was formerly
the Associate Managing Editor of the Alabama and

Tennessee Bar Associations' Family Law Newsletter. Ms.
Tortora has presented and lectured extensively on family
law and its practice. She is the author of: "G.L.A.C.E. -- A

Legal Guide for Young Families" and the "Tuscaloosa
County Probate Calendar." She is a member of the
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